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GREETINGS FROM THE ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT

» 1 k 1 *T i s ^ t 0 J a k e t h i s °PP° r t u n i ty to greet all of the alumni reach+u- ^ u e , a c c _ rev iew. Many of you I know personally and before
t lis school year is over I hope to have met a great many more.
+tr < ^ >ne C a n " 0 t
' 3Ut c a t c h the spirit of optimism on our campus
us year bine new faculty members are being obtained and valua e acuities added; the student enrollment is breaking records
an so ai we have a high flying football team. In our Alumni Asso
ciation we also are quite hopeful. The council is made up of Alumni
rom over a spread of years and are interested in seeing our Associa ion make strides this year. We are anticipating great things from
our new Secretary, Russell Aitken. Russ has been President of
tne Bay Area Alumni group for the past year and it is impossible
° nc a more enthusiastic Pacificite. Russ has not limited his
en husiasm to words but has been bringing many groups of high
sc oo students to the campus. Now, in his new capacity, he has
taken hold and plans big things for this year in the Association.
- e not only hope to have the internal works going smoothly, but
wan o build up or help establish local Alumni groups throughout
e Mate. We will do our best to interest each alumnus in some
part of the program.
Sincerely,
ROGER JACOBY
President of Alumni Association

EoL7t*E?Bn™a\edcSSellorTTXcS|a 1"?"' '°d"C'!
president deliver, hi,
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PIONEER OR PERISH
By Dr. ROBERT E. BURNS
A condensation of the inaugural
address of President Burns.
It was the famous American
but by the very nature of his
historian, Frederick J a c k s o n
activities,
he also brought into
turner, whose major thesis was
being
a
new
community and this
that the frontier has been the
idea of working for something
most potent single force on the
larger than himself, g a v e real
course of our American history
meaning to his life. It has been
I he circumstances surrounding
suggested that "he was an artist
the frontier have conditioned u?
and a creator because he made
m the last three hundred years
gardens out of wilderness as
more than any other thing. "This
well as building houses, furni
we are ready to acknowledge.
ture, wagons, and tools with his
I he forests were cleared, rustic
own hands. This creation was
homes built, the land plowedfood for his soul, while today
o t t h l s was an intensive and
with the sub-divisions of labor,
pioneering job. The conditions
of living developed such quali too many people have a shrivel
ing of the spirit and a moral
ties as self-confidence, ingenuity
emptiness which has made them
and
resourcefulness.
sick at heart."
I his same persistent spirit of
California, as the' pioneers
pioneering which h a s m a d e
found
it, was locked on the
America strong was manifested
north, south and east by moun
by the early church. The pio
tains and deserts, and on the
neers moved westward with the
west^by water. Then came Mar
faith that their children should
shall's discovery of gold and it
enjoy the opportunities of Chris
started an avalanche of people
tian education They saw to it
into the territory. The church
that their children and the chil
with its usual foresight sent its
dren of the future would have
educational missionaries at once.
lis advantage by establishing
Manifest destiny is seen in the
college after college. The fron
coming of the protestant pio
tier was truly not the frontier
unless a college was planted al neers to California. Interesting
ly enough, the three principal
most as soon as the first row of
founders of this College came
corn.
by the severally traveled routes
While we remember the typ
Isaac Owen by covered wagon,
ical pioneer was a rugged indi
Edward Bannister across t h e
vidualist, let us not lose sight
isthmus and William T a y l o r
of the fact that he was, also, a
around Cape Horn by boat. A
cooperator. He built for himself
short time after they had arrived,
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in July 1851, their activity led to
the chartering by the Sup reme
Court of California of the pio
neer college in California, our
College. Class work was started
even though there was only a
handful of "pupils", as they call
ed them, this mainly because
family life had not yet been too
well established and there was
not the tradition of school at
tendance such as we have today.
Early our founders realized that
not only must the mind be train
ed but the body cared for as
well,^ and in due time the pioneer
medical school on the Pacific
Coast was organized under our
auspices.
Previous to the 1870's co-education was not the rule. The
young gentlemen attended the
old-brick college" a n d t h e
young ladies, the Female College
Institute. The battle for co
education began to r a g e a n d
again California's pioneer col
lege became a pioneer in co
education. Needless to say, in
the life of the West, the adven
tures of Black Bart were more
characteristic than the culture of
Thomas Starr King. At this
point the college early estab
lished the fine arts in its cur
riculum, particularly music, and
we are proud to know that those
offerings have set a standard in
this State for over seventy years
In more recent years, the urge
to pioneer manifested itself in
seeking a more advantageous lo
cation and with characteristic
daring, the college uprooted it
self and moved into a valley
which in 1924 was on the thres

hold of becoming a great empire.
The most recent pioneering was
instituted when in 1936 we gave
up our lower division years and
became the first college in the
United States to offer work on
the upper division and graduate
levels only. Coupled with this
innovation was the first demon
stration, as far as w e k n o w
where the mutual benefit of both
was the main concern. This is
pioneering in the highest sense.
It is assumed that the same
pioneering spirit which has typi
fied us during the past will carry
over into a new century of serv
ice. ^ Our tasks are different in
detail but the spirit in which
these^ tasks must be dealt with
remain unchanged! It is our
prayer that this college will al
ways exemplify in its activities,
the spirit of the covered wagon,
not the band wagon!
If the pushing back of frontiers
has been characteristic of us in
the past, what about our oppor
tunities to do this in the future ?
Where is it likely, because of
our past conditioning that we
will make a contribution as we
look ahead?
. Our pioneers are here this
time, not in covered wagons, but
in jet propelled planes, possibly
eating breakfast in Stockton,
lunch in Honolulu and dinner in
Shanghai. It is our time now
and particularly the time for
these graduates on the g r e a t
stage of the world. Does it not
seem, therefore, that we should
look to the future rather than the
past? Fradition is a fine thing
if you use it as a rudder and not
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as an anchor. But the roots of
These people are stirring. They
the future are growing in the
are not pawns for exploitation
past and m the present. Four
as previously. It is not empire
eras suggest themselves to us.
as usual.
They are asserting
- T irst, there was the pastoral fol
themselves for freedom every
lowed centuries later by the com
where and are stirring for a bet
mercial; for several hundred
ter future. Mr. Luce has called
years we have been living in the
toi
I he American Century"
industrial, and now under our
when America will play a lead
very noses the fourth era has
ing part and give color and sub
dawned, namely the a t o m i c
stance to the brave new world.
bomeone has said that "we are
Our ^ Good Neighbor" and "Open
living m a new era in the land of
tJoor
policies are an auspicious
beginning again where the boun
beginning. Because of our mil
dary of our dreams is'the measitary victory we are now and
me of our success." Have we
probably will be for at least
taith m our pioneering ability
five hundred years the dominant
to thwart the conditions express
power m the Pacific by the rule
ed by Matthew Arnold in his
of might. Will we also deserve
phrase "wandering between two
this dominance by the rule of
worlds, one dead, the o t h e r
nght?
These Pacific peoples
powerless to be born"? If s o
want many of our contributions
et us discuss together some fron
-we m turn will learn to discover
tiers where the pioneering spirit
more of their unique contribu
is going to make possible new
tions for us. More and more we
conquests
will turn our backs on Europe
Historians tell us that in the
the cradle of our culture and
last M years more revolution
lace the dawn that is breakingary changes have occured than in
all over the Pacific Area. Civil
all the rest of history combined.
ization in its historical western
n e o f t h e most significant
movement
from the Mediterran
changes is the shifting of the
ean then to the Atlantic and now
seat of power in the world from
to the Pacific finds California's
the Atlantic to the Pacific. The
Golden Gate a symbol of oppor
acific era easily becomes the
tunity.
next great era of the world. Why
What is at the heart of the
is this region so important? It
word "Pacific"? It is peace. The
is because the majority of the
Pacific Ocean or Ocean of Peace.
population of the world lives
Can it be such or is its name
there and people are the most
a misnomer ? The College of the
important thing in the world.
1 acific or the College of Peace.
Ut the two and one quarter bil
-Is it possible because of the shift
lion people on the face of the
of world power that the College
globe, approximately a billion
of the Pacific may presume to
and a quarter live in countries
make a contribution somehow
touched by the Pacific Ocean.
(Continued on Page 27)
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CAMPUS
NEWS FRONT
By ART FAREY

Since the last edition of the
Review, Pacific inaugurated it's
19th president and it's first chan
cellor. This rare academic event
occured June 16th, coincident
with the 90th commencement of
the college, and was honored by
the presence of more than 250 ap
pointed delegates of institutions
from throughout America.
Robert E. Burns of the class
of 1931 gave Pacific Alumni As
sociation annals something new
for the records in becoming the
first alumnus to be named Pres
ident of the College. In being
named Chancellor, Dr. Tully C.
Knoles became even a greater
figure in the hearts and minds
of all alumni. His 26 year stretch
was the longest among 19 Pacific
presidents.
1 he greatest summer session
in Pacific history brought over
1500 students to the campus dur
ing one or both of two five week
sessions, plus 200 more enrolled
in the second Annual Pacific
Music Camp. The camp brought
famed musicians, including the
brothers
Bakaleinikof f
(Constantine of the Hollywood scene,
and Vladimir of the Pittsburg
symphony) and Leo Kopp, Chi
cago Opera Company conductor.

Summer session Dean J. Marc
Jantzen added an impressive
lineup of visiting instructors, in
cluding Peter W. Dykerna, not
ed Columbia University music
educator.
Pacific Summer Theater re
vived itself and its audience af
ter a war time lapse, staging the
century old melodrama, "The
Note Forger" (with Olio), in the
Studio Theatre. The 16 perform
ance run of Anthony Reid's pro
duction apparently could have
been extended indefinitely had
not summer session run out on
the actors.
Pacific entered it's 98th year
on September 18th with the op
ening of the fall semester, and
its tenth year as an upper divi
sion and graduate institution.
Enrollment quickly zoomed to a

975 total, almost equal to the
greatest peak when the freshmen
and sophomore years were oper
ated by Pacific rather than by
Stockton Junior College.
Represented in the enrollment
figures are 390 male veterans and
20 ex Wacs, Waves, Spars, and
Lady Marines. The graduate lev
el enrollment passed the 150
rnatk and indicated a significant
job ahead for Dr. Fred Farley,
named Dean of Graduate Studies
last year.
Elliott J. Taylor of the Pacific
class of 1929 helped to compile
these figures along with regis
trar Ellen Deering. Taylor is
among the latest alumni to find
his way back to the Pacific staff,
being appointed to the new post
of director of admissions. He
came from Reedly College where
he was registrar and veteran's
director. Previously he had been
with the Near East Foundation
and earlier had spent several
years in Italy and Albania. He
br ought back with him another
alumnus and classmate, Mrs.
Taylor, the former Burta Beers.
Several accessions to the fac
ulty awaited students. Among
them was distinguished Rock
well Dennis Hunt, Dean Emeri
tus of the U.S.C. graduate school,
and noted California historian.
He is visiting professor of his
tory and will aid in development
of the Burns-founded Pacific
Early California History Found
ation. Hunt was also at Home
coming. He is a graduate of Napa
College, an institution merged
with what was then "U. of P"
in 1896.
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Physically, the campus pre
sented one new permanent build
ing, West Hall, a duplicate of
the original Women's Hall, and
located back-to-back with the
latter. Soon four new structures
via the Federal Works Agency
were under construction and will
be in use during the school year.
They are two barracks structures
from Camp Shoemaker to be re
fitted for class room and office
space and two aluminum exterior
"tropical huts" to house the new
department of civil engineering
and college warehouse, shop and
storage facilities. Another of
these buildings yet to be erected
will take care of the Food Pro
cessor's Foundation, while a
large quonset hut from Shoemak
er will be erected for a field
(Continued on Page 23)

A desperate moment from "THE
NOTE FORGER" with Les Ab
bott and villian Harold Ulrici.

Pacific Personals
Burris Everette Claypool '27
has been appointed to the principalship of the Anderson Union
High School.
Klyne Headly '28 on the staff
of U.C. at Santa Barbara had his
work "Golden Gate" from the
"California Suite" performed on
the Standard Hour program June
8, 1947.
Lawrence L. Klien '29 has been
named as a Director in Roos
Brothers, San Francisco. He was
named to divisional merchandise
manager in charge of men's hab
erdashery and boys' clothing.
Mrs. George H. Anderson
(Jeanne McCollum '33) spent the
summer with her parents the F.
A. McCollums in Stockton. Her
home is in Rhode Island.
The A. Francis Myers (Marjorie Homman '35) are now resi
dents of Denver Colorado, where
Mr. Myers works with the U. S.
Bureau of Reclamation.
Gregory Bard '35 is interning
at the University of California
Hospital in San Francisco.
Harold Ulrici '36 attended
Pacific for the summer. While
here he starred in the summer
theatre production of the "Note
Forger".
Capt. Glenn Park Wilson '39,
USAAC, has been transferred to
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Claire Tatton '39 is now teach
ing English at Stockton High
School.

Genevieve Moran '39, r e c e n t l y
discharged from the Waves, is
in Reno, Nevada doing Recep
tionist work.
Capt. Douglas E. Wilson '40,
CAC, has completed a 90-day
tour of Army duty as Executive
Officer of the Port Quartermas
ter Office, San Francisco Port of
Embarkation, and is returning
San Francisco to complete his
law studies.
Roy Cooper '40 has been ap
pointed Head Coach at Hemet
High School, Hemet, California.
Mrs. Edwin Kwoh, (Beulali
Ong X '40) joined her husband in
Shanghai May 7, 1947. Mr. Kwoh
is dean of administration at Ginling College in Nanking, where
Mrs. Kwoh will also serve on the
faculty.
Dr. and Mrs. Weldon West
(Pearl Steiner '43) were recent
visitors in Stockton. Dr. West
has just received his medical
degree from the Harvard Uni
versity and will return east for
a year's work at the Massachu
setts General Hospital.
Betty Hogan '43 and Margaret
Ann Ernst SJC are touring the
East where Betty will enter the
Harvard Medical School in Bos
ton this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Watson,
Jr. (Barbara Goodwin '45), form
erly of Stockton, are now resi
dents of Oakland.
Lita Frances Darwin '46 spent
some time with her parents in
Tracy this summer. She return
ed early to join the Guild Players
at Stanford, Conn. At present
Lita is attending the Neighbor
hood Playhouse.
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Aitken Takes Over
Alumni Office

RUSSELL AITKEN
Frank Bessac '46 returned to
tlm U. S. after 18 months in
China. He is with the War- De
partment as a civilian. While
in China, Frank is studying the
Chinese Written Language and
Mongolian toward a degree in
anthropology at Fu Jen Univer
sity in Peiping.
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Since September first, Russell
Aitken of Oakland has taken ov
er the office of executive secre
tary of the Pacific Alumni Asso
ciation. He succeeds Margaret
Barth, who functioned in this of
fice and as placement secretary
for the College for the year pre
ceding.
Since 1944, Aitken has been
associated with the Oakland of
fices of the Pacific Fire Rating
Bureau of the National Board
of Fire Underwriters. Two years
preceding this connection he was
in military service in the United
States Navy Air Corps. His
study on the Pacific campus ter
minated originally in 1938, but
he is continuing his studies now
in conjunction with the alumni
work. Aitken was president of
the Bay area chapter of the alum
ni Association until appointed to
his new post.
Already he is priming the
alumni program. The 1947 home
coming under his direction was
an unusually representative re
union. Aitken also has given a
start to a Monday morning quar
terback's
breakfast
club
in
Stockton which turns out 150
strong to back the Pacific Tiger
grid team.
Richard Pederson '4 6 .and
Shirley Reece (in school) were
scheduled to make a trip to Oslo,
Norway, where they were to par
ticipate in the World Conference
of Christian Youth. Dick is a
delegate of the National Council
of the YMCA and Miss Reece is
a delegate representing the Na-

IIHMBMHNMHHpHHHMWMNlllMHNHHHHMNi

tional Conference of Methodist
Youth Fellowship.
Robert English '47 was award
ed the annual F. Melvin Lawson
award as the person who con
tributed the most to the Pacific
Little Theatre Season.
William E. Gilmore '47 became
the new manager of advertising
and publicity for the Stockton
Chamber of Commerce on Tuly
1, 1947.
Charles Stoebener '47, has been
appointed to the post of Juvenile
County officer under Probation
Officer, Kay Kunkel. The ap
pointment was effective as of
July 28, 1947.
Three former PLT stars studyin England at the Royal Aca
demy of Dramatic Art are Jack
Devoe, Robert Nichols, and Rob
ert Laning.
Also studying overseas is Tom
Buckman, '47, former PLT star,
at the Swedish Royal Academy
in Stockholm.
Dr. Paul Singh, former pro
fessor of political science at the
College is currently being seen
in the film production, "Cal
cutta". He was cast in a featured
role by director John Farrow
as an addition to his primary
job, that of technical advisor on
the picture.
George Butler, V12, is intern
ing at the San Francisco General
Hospital.
Dick Lininger, V12, graduated
this summer from the U.C. Med
ical School.
A. C. Le Clert, V12, is on duty
as an Accounting Officer at the
Naval Operating Base, Subic
Bay, P. I.

EA^GAGEMENTS
Betty Anne Smith '41 to Will
iam H. McBride.
Veryl Gait '43 to the Reverend
Leo W. Hamilton.
Marilyn Virginia Hinds t o
Tack M. Lyons '45.
Bernice Temple '47 to William
Ellison '47.
Carolyn Bennetsen '47 to Orin
Mallett.
Shirley Brown '47 to Charles
Broadhurst '47.

MARRIAGES
Dorothea Harr, Stanford Uni
versity, and William Scantlebury
'40, June 7, 1947 in Morris Cha
pel..
Barbara Harrison '41 and Rob
ert Lauppe '47 June 15, in Morris
Chapel. Bob has just recently
completed his training period
with Hardware Mutuals in Ste
phens Point, Wisconsin. They
are now in San Francisco.
Frances Korbel, Mills College,
and Robert Ferguson '41 wed
May 3, 1947 in Petaluma.
Kathie Bansmer to Donald
Ambler '43 in Morris Chapel in
June 8, 1847.
Persis Johnson X '43 and Clif
ford Smythe '46 May 1, 1947 in
Reno, Nevada. The newlyweds
will make their home at 1014 B
Ohio Street, Vallejo, California.
Jeanne McCloud '43 to Francis
F. Allen of San Francisco. They
will live in Berkeley where Fran
cis is a student at the University
of California.
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Marian Lucille Fergusson '44 Vocational High Schol, Stockton.
and Melvin A. Regli June 8
Audrey Kline '47 and Elton
1947 in Morris Chapel.
Burgstahler '47 August 2, 1947
Margaret Fitzgerald '45 and
in Willows, California.
They
William Cotten July 13, 1947 in
will reside in Westwood, CaliMorris Chapel.
for where Elton is on the WestEva Marie Genuit '45 to Mar- wood Jr. and Sr. High School
low E. Stark of Lodi. They were
Faculty.
m'arried June 8, 1947 in Morris
Virginia Ferris '47 and Mar
.Chapel.
ion Akers '39. They were mar
Alta McClintock '45 and Jack
ried in Manchester New Hamp
Oates in Morris Chapel Tune shire on June 22,1947. Marion
14, 1947. Mr. Oates is an in is on the faculty of Placer High
structor at a Sacramento Senior School and Junior College.
High School.
Dorothy Naill '47 and Tom Ste
I hyllis Sears '45 and James
phens '47 married August 30,
Chrisman '43 in San Diego Mav 1947 in Fresno, California.
J
17, 1947.
Vivian Hansen '47 and Will
Beverly Byrne '46 and Everett
iam Tisher X '48 on June, 1947
Hillard August 2, 1947 in Santa in Morris Chapel.
Cruz.
Beverly is teaching i n
Donna Perrott '47 to Burres
Stockton while Ev is completing Weiss, June 15, 1947 in Turhis studies at Pacific.
lock. Donna is working at Paci
Helen Spanos '45 and George fic while Burres complete his
Marmus of Deluth, Minnesota. work toward a Bachelor of Mu
They are now living in Deluth.
sic.
Grace Elizabeth Floyd (Mo
Montyne Renee Rensberger '47
bile, Alabama) and Deane Stan and Berton E. Trulsson '47 June
ley Terry, Jr. '46 May 2, 1947 in
12, 1947 in Morris Chapel. Bert
Morns Chapel. They will reside
is going to continue his studies
at 1019 Pilgrim Street, Stockton. for a general secondary creden
Barbara McNider X '46 and
tial at Pacific.
Kenneth F. Taylor July 19, 1947
Loretta Skittone '47 and Rich
in San Francisco. Both are em ard Giles in St. John's Espiscoal
ployed at the Stockton Record
Church, March 30, 1947.
Helen Boren '47 and Thomas
Evelyn Solari '47 to Roger SunShepard in Morris Chapel Tune bury of Johnston, Ohio on May
29, 1947. They will make their 18, 1947 in St. Mary's Church,
home in Berkeley where both
Stockton. They are now living
will attend the University of
in Eureka.
California.
Grace McLeod '47 to John G.
Helen Graham '46 and Don
Gartman of Rockford, Illinois
Hall June 12, 1947 in Morris in Morris Chapel, June 8, 1947.
Chapel. Don will complete his
Marcia Elaine Abraham X '48
last year at Pacific and Helen and Alvin Davidson X '48 in San
will iojn the faculty at Schneider Francisco June 22, 1947. Alvin
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IN MEMORIAM
Leonard L. Land, '38.
David Brownell, '41.
William Pfund of Sacramento,
the donor of a $10,000 scholarship
fund at Pacific

will continue his studies in me
chanical engineering at UC in
Berkeley.
Dorothy Helen Watson and
Lt. Robert Norman Vance V12
May 25, 1947 in Tientsin, China.
Jean Gardner Boyd to Sher
wood Norton '41 in Stockton.

BIRTHS
To Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence L.
Heston '32, a Son, Robert Law
rence.
To Mr. and Mrs. Jack Little,
Jr. X'35 a daughter, Christine
Susan, born April 11, 1947, in
Stockton.
To Mr. and Mrs. A. Francis
Myers, (Marjorie Homman '36)
a son, Richard, born December
1946.
To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Greenwood (Nancy Thorns '38)
a son John Joseph, born July 18,
1947.
To Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ed
win Goltz '39 (Florence McKaig
'43) a daughter Joyce Alison,
born July 28, 1947, in Bakersfield.
To Mr. and Mrs. Russell Ait-

ken X'40 a girl, Lynn Elizabeth,
born October 21, 1946.
To Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Gaebe (Lavonne Richardson X'41) a son, born September, 1946.
They are now living in San Luis
Obispo, California.
To Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Kemp (Margaret Lee '42) a son
Jerald Edward, born May 12.
To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McGowan (Beverly Cox '42) a son
John Grey, born March 15, 1947,
Stockton, California.
To Mr. and Mrs. Irving H.
Sprague, Jr., '42, a son Terry
Earl, born April 27, 1947, in
Stockton, California.
To Mr. and Mrs. Phillip A.
Verhage (Jane O'Conner '42) a
daughter Jane Ann, born on May
23, 1947.
To Mr. and Mrs. Norman Mar
quis '43 a daughter Kathryn, born
April 24, 1947.
To Mr. and Mrs. James DeTar
(Dorothy Emigh '46) a girl
Lynne, May 1947.
To Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W.
Relfe Jr. (Ada Luise Anderson
X'46) a second daughter Robin
Lynne April 21, 1947, in Ala
meda.
To Mr. and Mrs. John "William
Hartnet X'47 (Elaine Peterson
'45) a son John William III.
They are now living in San Fran
cisco.
To Mr. and Mrs. James Ward
Jr. (Charlotte Miller X'47) a son
James Budd, July 8, 1947, in
Stockton, California.
To Mr. and Mrs. James Gum
Jr. (Kathryn Barnes X'48) a son
Peter Wade Gum in Sacramento
August 1, 1947.
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BIOLOGY BY-THE-SEA
By ART FAREY
The announcement that build
ings providing ten thousand
square feet of floor space have
been awarded to the College of
the Pacific by the Federal
Works Agency to house the Pa
cific Marine Station, brings into
focus a little known but signifi
cant Pacific development. Unus
ual and stimulating as a biology

on
£
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teaching device, the project is al
so giving the College a notable
research branch.
Located on the Marin county
coast at Dillon Beach, near the
juncture of Tomales Bay and
Bodega Bay, the marine station
has been pioneered since 1933 by
zoology professor Dr. Alden E.
Noble. The station was quietly

Director
J' M&rC JantZen' a"d AsSistanf

developed during summer ses
sion periods until World War
II halted the work. Resuming
again, it is now one of the im
portant marine biology opera
tions on the Pacific Coast and
has gone into year round opera
tion for the first time. New staff
appointments have been made,
and with large modern labora
tories now in early prospect, the
Pacific Marine Station is in a
position to become the outstand
ing scientific enterprise of its
type in the West.
The Pacific Marine Station
happens to be at Dillon Beach
because Noble's exploratory trips
covering virtually the entire
coast line from the Gulf of Cal
ifornia to the Canadian border
establishes the fact that the Bo
dega and Tomales Bay areas pro
vide the best habitat for the
greatest variety of marine life
of any Pacific coast location.
Noble explains that certain an
imal types are found exclusively
in this area because it is in the
"cold belt" which extends rough
ly from San Francisco to the Or
egon line. 1he Hopkins Marine
Station at Pacific Grove, the
Scripps Institute at La Jolla
and the University of Washing
ton station on Puget Sound have
made extensive studies typical
of the waters to the north and
south that are warmed by ocean
currents, but the Pacific station
is in virgin territory for the bi
ologist.
In the immediate vicinity erf
the Pacific laboratory is an un
usual variety of special condi
tions. There is both sand beach

(fine or coarse) and rocky shore
line. There is open ocean, shel
tered bay, mud flats, and the
brackish waters of stream en
trances. There are both hard and
soft rock structures with many
tidejDools, sheltered and expos
ed. Each of these forms the spe
cial habitat of different water
life.
Many obscure marine animal
forms have been discovered,
identified and classified for the
first time here by Pacific sum
mer students. The discoveries of
James T. Park, a pre-war Korean
student, caused revision of the
entire genus Podocotyle, a group
of minute parasitic animals.
Eight of the 18 known species
of the genus were discovered at
Dillon Beach. Now Noble enjoys
the odd distinction of having the
species Benedina noblei named
for him. The animal is a flatworm, parasitic in rock fish.
During the past summer term,
Leroy Fiske of Modesto, a sen
ior student at Pacific, discovered
a new organism. Now he is
searching for a name for his new
find in the trichodina family,
also a parasite. If the Pacific
discoveries seem to run heavily
to these hanger-on animals, con
sider Noble's surprising infor
mation that in the long ladder of
known animal forms in the world
there are more parasitic species
than there are those willing to
work for a living.
As Dillon Beach students soon
learn, the animal kingdom is
largely a water realm. Of the 43
"classes" of animal life, Noble
points out, 27 live exclusively in

water and there are only four
h a y e extensive representa.
tion °n land : mammals, reptiles
birds and insects. Almost all
ypes of animal life are concen
trated along shore in the narrow
strip called the intertidal zone.
In general, this is why the
study of biology at a marine sta
tion is so valuable to college stu
dents, in Noble's opinion. Biolo
gy. he says, is the basic life
science and many of America's
colleges, including Pacific re
quire its study by all students
before
graduation.
Learning
something of scientific attitudes
and methods through the science
of life itself is prerequisite to a
liberal arts education, he thinks
A great many students at Dillon
Beach are not science majors,
and the research projects are
only one of its values.
Curator Robert Menzi es
The Pacific Marine museum at
L lllon Beach has assumed amaz
ing proportions. Robert J Men
male animal. Menzies set forth
zies, formerly with the Hancock
on the intriguing task of finding
•foundation for marine study at
the female frontalis, and discov
Bos Angeles, is now curator of
ered her masquerading as Lopho
the collection and will work vear
panopeus lockingtoni, known on
round at the Pacific station try
ly m the female form. Menzies
ing to straighten out something was able to prove her identity
over 250,000 different specimens
an give her back her real name
fhe classification expert says
Attention of the scientific
that m some categories Pacific
world is beginning to converge
has the best collection in the
on the Pacific Marine Station.
world. For instance it is the only
Accessions for the museum have
one anywhere which contains a
een sent from and exchanged
specimen of every known species
with the Smithsonian Institute,
ot the genus Lophopanopeus a
United States National Museum
variety of crab. These are pets of
from South Africa and Japan.
Menzies m a scientific sort of
Japan, Menzies states, has
way. . ake the little Lophopano- more marine biological stations
Peus
frontalis for instance
than any other country, because
known to biologists only as a
(Continued on Page 26)
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Success of the campaign will
activate the conditional gift of
Mr. and Mrs. Osro Sears of Bakersfield, an amount in addition
to the quarter of a million cam
paign goal. If the College. can
add $20,000 to the Sears gift, a
two story wing will be added to
Pacific has launched a cam the north side of the Morris
paign to finance a $250,000 build Chapel building. The space will
allow expansion of the Christian
ing program for the extension of
Community Administration pro
various educational services.
ject which, after two years of op
Jesse Rudkin, assistant to Pa
eration. cannot in full. effici
cific President Robert E. Burns,
is directing the program. The accommodate the major students
campaign will be carried to seeking career training for Chrisfriends of higher education and tian social service professions,
the constituency of the College
Twenty thousand dollars of
throughout the state and will ex- the campaign total will also actend through the school year as crue to the Pacific Marine BiolorequTed to meet the objective, gy Station at Dillon Beach on
according to Rudkin. He report- the Marin County Coast. An lim
ed $40,000 subscribed in prelim- portant teaching and research
inary phases of the campaign, development, new modern labDonors may distribute subscrip- oratories and equipment are
tion amounts over a three year needed to insure the permanence
o f t h e station which is bringing
period.
Proceeds of the campaign will prominence to the College m scioriginate or complete 6 building entific areas.
projects of vital importance to
The new civil engineering
the educational program of the training program has $15,000 of
College. All are needed now to the funds earmarked. It will be
meet the training and study needs used to develop classroom, office
of post-war students who are and laboratory facilities in the
crowding the campus with the 40 by 116 foot "tropical hut"
o-reatest enrollment ever.
structure now nearmg comple& Heading the list of
priority tion which will house the departprojects is a $175,000 library, ment. Equipment is needed to escritical among campus building tablish laboratories for materials
needs. The present structure, re- testing, hydraulics and electricmodeled from the original power ity
house, is totally inadequate for
Jen thousand dollars each is
both he rapidly expanding book tabbed for Pacific s new radio
collection and the study and re- station and studios, and for
ference space required by stu- Knoles Field development. One
Jjg n t s
large studio m the quonset-hut

Pacific Building
Program
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broadcasting building is yet to
be completed and a 300 foot an
tenna tower supplied for FM
station KCVN, now transmitting
via a temporary 91 foot steel
pole. Knoles Field, which has
been leveled, turfed and supplied
with water has been put to use
this fall for the first time, and
will be developed entirely as a
physical education, sports and
recreational area. Improvements
are needed now because of the
expanding program and the use

of campus space for new build
ing projects.
Rapidly approaching its sec
ond century of service to begin
in 1951, the future service of the
college depends to an important
degreee on the physical expan
sion which the campaign is aimed
to provide, in the opinion of
President Burns. No academic
luxuries are to absorb the funds,
he declares, but absolutely essen
tial facilities for basic education
al services.

Dean Jantzen and Dr. Noble make a preliminary examination of
Station specimens brought in from a field trip.
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Marine

PACIFIC SPORTS
PICTURE

can move like the wind. Third,
he must have tall, rangy and
powerful ends. And fourth, he
must have big, fast linemen.
_ One look at the 1947 Tiger var
sity showed the answer. There
isn't a finer passer in the Cali
By CARROLL DOTY
fornia Collegiate Athletic Asso
Director of Athletic Publicity
ciation than Eddie LeBaron, 17
year old sophomore, tagged last
year by Mr. Stagg as "one of the
four great passers I have coach
The year 1947 embarks Pacific
ed." Eddie is backed up by Lou
on what can be one of it's great ^Bronzan and Don McCormick.
est seasons in football history.
who can also throw more than a
With interest at fever pitch all
little. In Bob Heck, Bruce Orvis,
over the nation, with a populace
Don Brown, Don Greer, Ernie
literally crying for good foot
Bobson, Wayne Hardin and Joe
ball, the 1947 edition of Tommy
Valencia, to name some, there is
Tiger ^ is bringing to students,
speed enough for any team. John
.alumni, and Stocktonians in gen
Rohde, who should be one of the
eral, big time college ball.
West's top ends, Jean Ridley,
Larry Siemering heads the
and Phil Ortez all stand above
coaching staff, ably assisted by 6 feet, 2 inches and weigh in at
Ernie Jorge and Hugh McWil- around 200 pounds. Phat takes
liams. Assistant coach under A.
care of the end situation, and in
A. Stagg since 1942, Larry was
Don Campora, Tommy Atkins,
immediately signed to the job Bob Franceschini, Stan Goldman,'
vacated by the "Grand Old Man"
George Brumm, Collie Ividwell
at the close of the 1946 season. and Don Hall, the Tiger head
Siemering
brought
Erni e
man has linemen who weigh
Jorge, former St. Mary's College
above 200 and who can all run.
great end and later coach at Mo
The fact of the matter is, Sie
desto high school, along with
mering can field six tackles who
him to spring practice as his line
weigh over 210 pounds, and 12
coach and first lieutenant. He al
linemen in all who will tip the
so brought along the T forma scales in excess of 200.
tion.
At the present writing, a little
It took Larry just one look
over a week before the season's
at his material on hand to decide
opener, the three teams shape up
which formation would best fit
like this :
it. That was the T. Four main
Left end—John Rohde, Roy
talents are needed to operate the
Kirsten, Ken Johnson.
T successfully. First, a coach
Left tackle—Don Camjiora, Ed
must have a truly fine passer.
Cathcart, Jim Watters.
Second, he must have backs who
Left Guard—Stan Goldman,

George Brumm, Art Waldorf.
Center—Collie Kidwell, Don
Hall, Lydon Mothorn.
Right guard—Bob Franceschini, Art Brown, Joe Rhin.
Right tackle—Tom' Atkins,
Pete Gambetta, Dick Hillyer.
Right end—Jean Ridley, Phil
Ortez, Dave Hayden.
Quarterback—Eddie LeBaron,
Lou Bronzan, Don McCormick.
Left halfback—Don B rown,
Bob Heck, Don Greer.
Right halfback—Bruce Orvis,
Ray Hunter, Wayne Hardin.
Fullback—John Poulos, Harry
Kane, Ernie Bobson.
The spirit of the 1947 Pacific
varsity is high. It is a team that
believes in itself. It isn't a cocky
team—the members are the first
to admit that they probably won't
win all of their games—but it is
a team that will be all out for
victory during every second of
play. And it is a team that will
win more than it's share of ball

games. Assistant Coach Ernie
Jorge has been quoted as saying
that he has never seen a team
with such a spirit and desire to
win as the 1947 Tigers.
With the schedule lined up for
the coming season for-the Ben
gals, they will need 100 per cent
performance all the way down
the line to emerge victorious. No
single game on the 10 game fare
can be listed as a "breather," but
seven contests stand out as way
above average games. They are
the Willamette University open
er on September 26 in Baxter
Stadium; the season's second
game with Loyola in Los Ange
les on October 3; what might
have a grave bearing on the
CCAA final outcome in Stock
ton on October 11, against San
Diego State; the homecoming
game with Santa Clara on Octo
ber 18, the annual "Big Game"
with San Jose State in the Raisin
City on October 31; the final

Big John Polous drives against San Die
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home game against Fresno State
on November 21; and the Lodi
Grape Bowl games against Utah
S t a t e o n D e c e m b e r 13.
In between, the Bengals tan
gle with California Poly in San
L u i s O b i s p o o n O c t o b e r 25, U . C .
at Santa Barbara College in San
t a B a r b a r a o n N o v e m b e r 7, a n d
an inter'-sectional contest in Bax
ter Stadium with University of
S o u t h D a k o t a o n N o v e m b e r 14.
It is generally considered that
if the Tigers can get past their
first four games, they have an
excellent chance of winding up
as one of the surprise teams of
the Coast. In Willamette, Loyo
la, San Diego and Santa Clara
are four teams capable of giving
any team in the West a bad af
ternoon.
Indications are that for five
home games and the Lodi game,
at least three will be complete
sell-outs. Already the Santa Cla
ra game at Baxter Stadium and
the Utah State game in Lodi are
into the standing room only tick
ets, while advance sales of Wil
lamette game tickets indicate a
capacity crowd. With both Paci
fic and San Diego battling for
the league crown, with the intersectional flavor of the South Da
kota contest, and with the tra
dition surrounding the Fresno
State affair, those games also
will undoubtedly fill Baxter Sta
dium.
With sports on the upsurge all
over the country, there is every
reason to believe that the college
will enjoy one of it's most suc
cessful seasons of all time,

WINNING START
P a c i f i c 56, W i l l a m e t t e 0 .
Siemering's Tigers ran w i l d
in their first start, scoring a l 
most at will and showing f a n s
terrific speed.
Pacific 25, Loyola 7.
Los Angeles sports w r i t e r s
and Gilmore Stadium fans g o t
something new to talk a b o u t
as the Tigers wrecked t h e
Lion's announced re-entrance
into big time Coast football.
In a rock 'em, sock 'em g a m e ,
Pacific proved it was r u g g e d
as well as fast.
Pacific 13, San Diego 0.
The Tigers found the A z 
tecs stubborn, but won t h e i r
first CCAA game.
Pacific 20, Santa Clara 21.
You've read about this o n e !
Pacific 41, Cal Poly 7.
Easy picking for the r e 
serves and another conference
win.
P A C I F I C 14, S A N J O S E O .

Stagg Winning Too
Pacific
Coach
Emeritus
Amos Alonzo Stagg, now cocoach with A. A. Stagg, Jr.,
at Susquehanna University,
Pa., is rolling on at age 85.'
Scores from the East show:
Susquehanna 9, C. C. N. Y. 9.
S u s q u e h a n n a 20, H a v e r f o r d 1 8
Susquehanna 20, Juniata 7.
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COP-KCVN-FM
Pacific went on the air, on its
own, at seven p. m. September
22, with an impressive inaugural
broadcast from the campus fre
quency modulation station, KC
VN. Radio director John C.
Crabbe has parried many times
the question, "Why isn't it
KCOPP", and the answer is that
the Federal Communications
Commission was "fresh out" of
said sequence of call letters
which would have been an ap
propriate handle for the Pacific
transmitter.
But the FFC did what really
counted, awarding Pacific t h e
first license in the entire Central
Valley area for a non-commercial
"FM" broadcasting station. One
thousand watts power was auth
orized and the frequency as
signment is 91.3 megacycles,
channel 217.
The event was both a culmin
ation of several years of Crabbe's
organizing a n d development
work at Pacific, and a pioneer
ing beginning in a new radio
era. Possibly as many producers,
participants and guests were in
the quonset-housed studios for
the hour and a half inaug'ural as
heard the program via FM re
ceivers. The FM idea is only
half understood and not o n e
tenth sold in these parts. As
Crabbe learned through inquiries
after the broadcast from people
who couldn't find KCVN any
where on their dials, many don't

yet know that FM is a new kind
of broadcast transmission that
can be picked up only with FM
tuners.
The coming of KCVN to the
Stockton area airways will give
commercial sales of FM receiv
ers a real push, and bring the
audio thrills of static free, high
fidelity, original FM production
to valley listeners far the first
time. The station now operates
a four hour schedule, six to ten
p. m., _ daily except Saturdays,
and will expand its service as
fast as production resources per
mit. Listeners within a twenty
five mile radius should receive
the KCVN signal satisfactorily
and some good reports h a v e
come from consideraby farther.
Now operating with a 90 foot
antenna tower, the KCVN range
will someday be greatly i in
creased when a 300 foot tower
is installed as authorized by the
FCC, and as requiring some $10,000 added financing.
KCVN's inaugural show, a ca
valcade of campus music and
theatre talent and a parade of
distinguished guest personali
ties^ went off well, with the
studio audience mostly unknow
ing of the "beards" which caused
Crabbe a few bad moments. He
directed the premier from the
control room of Studio B while
the continuity was entrusted to
co-masters of ceremony P a u l
Speegle and Art Farey. San

an^KrVN 1 ^ 0 c '' l e ^ o r J°h n Crabbe signals chief engineer Lee Berryhil
trustee of PWV tf" r Vc
" } o w e r P h °t°. George Wilson (left) Pacifi
Paul Speerfe Sa^Franri' ft
i ° n ^' h i l e g U e S t m a s t e r o f c e "monie
Burns on )he
°
*»"»

Francisco Chronicle radio editor
Speegle lent personable prestige
to the broadcast, while Farey
lent a touch of nostalgia, prob
ably sensed only by himself, as
he thought back to the very be
ginning of Pacific broadcasting
on a single carbon michrophone
at which he presided.
Among faster-beating hearts
at the event must have been those
of President Robert E. Burns
whose financing leadership made
KCVN possible, and chief engin
eer Lee Berryhill who had won
a photo finish race with the F. C.
C. in getting all equipment in
stalled, antenna erected, and a
two week test period successful
ly passed with hardly an hour to
spare to qualify for the final au
thorization to go on the air with
in the time prescribed.
KCVN has the latest in stud
ios, control rooms and offices,
shared by the campus restricted
"gaspipe" station KAEO (and
used also to originate Pacific
programs heard via KWG, and to
manufacture transcription pro
grams heard on KCVR, L6di,
and KTRB, Modesto. The stu
dios are also the classrooms
where students work who are en
rolled in the first major depart
ment of radio broadcasting or
ganized on the Pacific Coast.
You can search among the col
leges of the Pacific Coast and
you will not find these facilities
and this program excelled. Pa
cific is first in radio.

Campus News Front

(From Page 7)
house on Knoles Field.
Pre-war aid to the develop
ment of Knoles Field came into
actual bearing as the now lev
eled and turfed twenty acres be
came the practice site for Larry
Siemering's 1947 Pacific Tigers
and Gene Stagnaro's "Juco Cubs."
Campus life moved into high
gear with a great homecoming
season, when more than 1000 Pacificites returned to the campus
according to the estimate of new
ly appointed Alumni Association
Secretary Russell Aitken. They
enjoyed a great round of reunion
events, Pacific Little Theatre's
production of "The Yellow Jack
et," and a football game more
weird than a Brooklyn World
Series when the Tigers lost their

Elliott J. Taylor

Coast for production of the hit
play "The Glass Menagerie," ob
tained from author Tennessee
Williams. The production is slat
ed for December 5, 6, 11, and 12.

Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt
first game of the season to the
Santa Clara Broncos by 21-20 af
ter leading 20-0 at the halfway
mark.
The Conservatory opened its
annual series of recitals auspic
iously, presenting its newest
teacher, Miriam Stewart, in con
cert. A few weeks ago Miss
Stewart was alternating with Irra Petina in "The Song of Nor
way." The Pacific Lecture Ser
ies opened terrifically present
ing presidential candidate Har
old E. Stassen, with ex-chancellor of Austria Kurt Von Schuschnigg scheduled for November
22, arctic explorer Vilhjalmur
Stefansson booked for December
2, and novelist Fannie Hurst
slated for January 7.
P. L. T. Director, DeMarcus
Brown announced first non-pro
fessional rights on the Pacific

DON'T FENCE
ME OUT
Survey Graphic magazine for i
July carried the story of how
Virgil Howard, Pacific '27, suc
cessfully eliminated the segre
gation of Mexican and white
school children in Mendota, Cal
ifornia, where he is superintend
ent of schools.
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hit
ob3see
;lat12.

With uncontrolled vandalism
and feuding destroying the two
schools and splitting the com
munity, the school board was
ready to erect high steel fences
for the separation and protection
of each school. But Howard con
vinced them it would be wiser
and cheaper in the long run to
move the schools together and
surround them with one fence.

Not only was the Howard plan
less expensive, it worked. Van
dalism ended, Mexican and white
children now play and study to
gether in as much amity as ex
ists in any American school. Fur
thermore, the display of toler
ance has extended to the town
people and all Mendota is the
more united by Howard's fence.

A scene from the beautifil "Yellow Jacket"

BIOLOGY BY-THE-SEA

(From Page 15)
of the critical importance of sea
foods in Japanese economy. He
believes the sea is going to be
come an increasingly important
food source for the human race.
A California state agency, it is
reported, is interested in utiliz
ing the Pacific station facilities,
when the new laboratories are
available, for research in con
nection with commercial fishing.
Other colleges and scientific in
stitutions are keenly interested,
too, Noble relates, and proves it
by an analysis of the 1947 sum
mer enrollment which shows nine
universities represented among
t h e t o t a l c o m p a n y o f 35, e i t h e r a s
regular students, graduate stud
ents or summer staff members.
Eight students of the past sum
mer are masters degrees candi
dates at Pacific.
Life at the Pacific Marine Sta
tion is a unique and stimulating

academic experience—something'
of a seaside vacation combined
with classes, lectures, study, s p e 
cimen collecting trips, democrat
ic living in barracks type d o r m i 
tories, and cooperative cooking"
in a neat little kitchen and m e s s
hall.
Anxious to guarantee the p e r 
manence of this unique Pacific
feature, President Burns h a s
placed it among the six " p r i o r 
ity projects on which the finan
cial program of the college w i l l
be focused. An adequate site f o r
the new laboratory will be d o 
nated by the Dillon Beach man
agement. Gifts of lumber from a
Stockton concern have made pos
sible the dormitories and dining
hall buildings now in use a n d
will aid in completing the new
laboratory installations. " J u s t
the best Marine Station on t h e
Pacific Coast" is what Pacific's
president wants, and confidently
expects Pacific will have.

vvayne mrdrn goes against Willamette
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PIONEER OR PERISH

(From Page 5)
through its teachers or students
to discover this pearl of great
price? I am reminded that to
Tow Sing ICow of the the Class
of 1887 goes the honor of start
ing the elimination of foot-bindm g in China. While on o u r
campus he decided this practice,
which he had seen in his native
land, was cruel
and inhuman
and upon his return to China he
pei suaded the dowager Empress
to abolish the custom. It is con
ceivable
that if foot-binding
could be abolished through the
inspiration of a single student,
mind-binding in many areas'
could be eliminated, also.
With the possible exception
of South Africa, the U n i t e d
States and California in parti
cular has more race prejudice
than any other area on the face
of the globe. This is a fact of
which we should be ashamed.
And yet a hopeful feature is that
the United States is the one area
where the resources of higher
education have been 1 a r g e 1 v
spared.
No one scar from a
foreign enemy is evident. This
means that students from abroad
who once treked to Europe to
the fountains of knowledge now
will come to us by the the thous
ands. Our opportunity of a life
time is to welcome the student
from abroad, the possible future
leader of his country. His pres
ence here will give one an ap
preciation of each other that all
the propaganda sources of gov
ernment can never match.
Once again the College has the

possibilities, of pioneering as we
look toward the great Pacific
basin. In the enviable position
of being established for almost
a century, our roots should feed
more branches that would reach
toward understanding and co
operation. The work in inter
national relations which we have
stressed, our established policy
of tours to any spot on the globe,
an increased emphasis on the ex
change of professors, a progress
ive policy toward the enrolling
of students from abroad, the en
couraging of modern missionary
endeavor for ourselves as well as
others, these and many other
things all lend themselves to the
elimination of our differences
and blend our cultures into the
ultimate ideal of world brother
hood. If America, especially Cal
ifornia, has certain unique contributions for this new world
our location seems a springboard
for this brave new opportunity.
A second challenge cannot esw P e T?' T T h i s m o r n i n g, World
War III is not certain and in
evitable, but perhaps w e a r e
forced to believe with Oswald
opengler that "only dreamers be
lieve there is a way out, Optim
ism is cowardice."
And Time Magazine last July
concluded an article on Profes
sor Einstein by admitting that
there is a growing sense that
the brothers De Goncourt "had
been grimly farsighted" w h e n
i Q7n W t° t e i n t h e i r J° u r ™l in
1870: ' I hey were saying that
Berthelot had predicted that a
hundred years from now, thanks
to physical and chemical science,

men would know of what the
atom is constituted . . . To all
this we raised no objection, but
we have the feeling that when
this time comes in science, God
with His white beard will come
down to earth, swinging a bunch
of keys, and will say to human
ity, the way they say at five
o'clock at the Salon, 'Closing
time, gentlemen.' "
Closing time!
The grimwits are having a field
day by inventing such phrases
as the following: "The a t o m
bomb will never determine who
is right—only who is left"; We
were not the only horse in
the atomic derby; we just hap
pened to finish first"; "The only
answer to a split atom is a Uni
ted World"; "It is one world
or no world"; "It remains
to be seen whether civilization
is to be mended or ended
In
fifty years we shall probably be
able to start a chain reaction that
will blow up the globe"; "Scien
tists are debating as to whether
or not splitting the atom was a
wisecrack"; and "The atom is
here to stay, are we?"
Unfortunately it now appears
that a third war is inevitable. We
are hoping against hope that the
inevitableness of this condition
will change, but in the light of
the past and from what we see
in the present directions in which
we are moving, the facts are in
escapable. Language barriers,
different legal systems, cultural
differences, economic systems,
religious separations, all are di
vided and as yet the unifying
forces in the world are only very

weak compared to the separating
factors. Unless this trend is
changed we are marching rig"ht
down the rocky road to war.
Some good thinkers believe the
avalanche will be here so soon
that it is impossible to change
conditions fast enough to save
our present form of civilization.
They even say that the education
of children from 6 to 21 years of
age in the hope that the world
may be saved is highly unreal
istic and that the world may not
last long enough even for those
students who are in the graduate
schools to be able to help.
Dr. Vannever Bush, President
of the Carnegie Institute recently
told the annual meeting of his
organization that "he expects
civilization will commit suicide
knowing it is doing so." This
might not necessarily mean the
destruction of the human race.
People are tough and should ca
lamity occur there will be some
people somewhere who will carry
on in some manner. Our species
may not necessarily be obliterat
ed, but there is absolutely no
guarantee that our type of civil
ization can endure. Our history
books describe the ultimate ruin
which has been the common fate
of all civilizations—a fate which
has been sure doom when society
creates problems that it leaves
unsolved. We speak of the dark
ages of the past. Why do that?
We are in the dark ages now
because armed groups in nations
have more power primarily con
ceived for destruction than any
time in history.
Fighting our way out of this
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difficulty is one way, but it has
been found wanting. The other
possibility is thinking our way
out. Are we as good thinkers as
we are fighters?
Let us not for®=. et .
i s possible to lose our
civilization even though we are
victorious in battle — history
proves that.
Every living human has be
come a world citizen. He can
no longer think of other nation's
problems as "foreign affairs".
This means all of us must learn
by studying. It means we must
institute adult education with a
new passion. It means that peace
cannot be purchased at the bar
gain counter—it must be pursued
and waged as aggressively as we
waged the war to a successful
conclusion. The United States
must make the greatest uncon
ditional surrender since the dawn
of history—an unconditional sur1ender of the use of our daily
mounting power as a means of
dominating other men.
It is reasonable to expect the
Liberal Arts college to be an
expert in the human situation,
and it is the human situation that
we must face. The eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries made t h e
world a neighborhood. It is the
task of the twentieth century to
make a brotherhood.
What_ a frontier there is at
this point to challenge us
A
call goes out for modern pio
neers, many of them, but with
the same spirit of winning as
those who won the West. To
day's American college students
are on the threshold of an era
which Robert Yoder described

recently as "a period when be
ing a participating or playing
citizen of the United States is
going to be the toughest job in
the world."
A third frontier beckons us
this morning and it should cause
us_ to quicken our moral con
sciences. This College w a s
founded in the name of Jesus
Christ. The first formal act of
its founders was to kneel i n
prayer and invoke the blessings
of God Almighty. Naturally we
are concerned with the inculca
tion of high moral priciples.
The plain fact is that if we
are going to achieve our destiny
we must equalize the difference
between scientific man and moral
man. Alexis Carrel has said,
"After all, the purpose of civil
ization is not the progress of
science and machines but the
progress of man". Aldous Hux
ley, prominent British scientist
recently remarked that "tech
nological knowledge has merely
provided us with more efficient
means of going backwards."
Each scientific advance does not
necessarily mean a better world.
Modern man is a strange con
tradiction. He spends two bil
lion dollars perfecting atomic
power during war time, but ex
plodes himself if one million
dollars is spent as an experi
mental project on humans liv
ing together.
These days we are directly
faced with the tragic fact that
ethical and spiritual progress has
lagged far behind our scientific
and technological advancement.
We have worked for many cen-
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tunes for the knowledge that
aim both in individual and social.
has brought about this scientfic
If it does it has the possibilities
progress. But have we worked
°* overtaking science and saving
for ethical and spiritual progress
mankind from exploitation, wars
with the same intensity? Over
and possible destruction of his
the centuries a few ethical teach
P r esent type of civilization.
ers have thought and taught in
Where survival is concerned it
the realm of morals, but they are
seems to be asking little. Selffew
in comparison to
the
preservation certainly is a very
scientists, their labor small com
piactical matter. The moral fail
pared^ to that of the research ex
ure of humanity has exhibited
pert in all branches of science,
itself twice in our generation.
-folks generally say we know the
1 he floundering American home,
answers but do not apply them
t.ie use of alcohol and increase
or we cannot get the answers be
of crime all bring home to us
cause the whole field is simply
our failure and should cause us
a matter of opinion and prefer
to turn from the old ways, to
ence. Neither is true. God left
lose faith in the old answers, and
the entire discovery of natural
try their opposites.
law to man, why should we as
The Rockefeller Boards have
sume he revealed the moral law?
spent a total of $6,250,00 on the
Our discoveries of natural law
giant 200-inch Mount Palomar
have brought us the marvelous
telescope and just as the great
insight of the physical structure
glass is about to be put in place
of the world. We must search
the Foundation is concerned
with the same scientific spirit for
about the dangerously tilted sit
the moral nature of the world.
uation of moral incompetence
Science, you will remember,
m our society. _ It, therefore,
began to progress by leaps and
feels that the social sciences and
bounds when it formulated a pre
the humanistic studies must be
cise method in dealing with its
pushed with daring and deter
objects. This establishment of
mination. Possibly the time is
the scientific method was evolu
near when the foundation will
tionary and came as the product spend as much on the study of
and experience of many minds,
moral and ethical behavior as
t he object of ethics is most com
they have in the past on scientific
plex and variable and while we advancement.
should not become too discourI have hope that at our Col
aged, we should be willing to
lege with our particular back
work harder to establish such a ground and dedicated purposes
system. Apparently we have not that there will be developed here
desired it enough to learn how
pioneers in this frontier of liv
to get it.
ing. What could be of greater
Ethics, therefore, is concerned
value to our common life than
with shaping itself into a real
contributions in this area where
science as an applied science in
survival is at stake?
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In conclusion, I desire to have
no doubt about our holding close
to the ideals of our founding as
a Christian College. Some ininstitutions have turned t h e i r
backs ashamedly on the denom
inations which gave them birth
and sustenance. The College of
the Pacific was never more proud
of its Christian constituency and
it will do all it can to strengthen
ties with it. "We are not going
to teach this subject and that
one and then tack God on some
where! This should be a place
where the spiritual arteries that
flow through the body of the stu
dent should not be hardened. I
strongly suspect that the College
of the Pacific of the future will
be a witness, as it has been in the
past, to eternal values that en
dure after you and I as well as
these buildings have been for
gotten.
No instrument has been de
veloped yet that can give more
good things to- more people
more efficiently than the modern
college. As far as Pacific is con
cerned, you can count on quality
education as our goal. Not a
small
college but a "great"
college. Not a "bigger" college
but a "better" college. By seeking out the best faculty and per

sonalizing our offerings we con
ceive of a great work to do and
one that has no visible terminus.
What a pioneering opportun
ity presents itself to this gradu
ating class. Most of. you were
born in the gilded twenties, grew
up during the depression thirties,
came of age during the warring
forties, and strike out in life in
the atomic fifties. You have been
living with us in continuing cri
ses where values have never been
more important.
Browning once wrote, "A
man's reach must exceed h i s
grasp. The aim if reached or
not, makes great the life." The
same is true of a college. A
community of scholars is bound
together by a dynamic i d e a .
1 hey either move forward or
they perish. An institution be
comes great by daring to dream
and then bending every effort to
make these dreams come true.
What we have accomplished in
the past is now history and we
are mindful of it. Our present
efforts are too close to us for
the proper perspective yet we are
faithful in them. Our future is
a beckoning frontier off yonder
in the distance and we are hope
ful for it.

